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Who we are?
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Introducing our Team

© PwC Risk Management & Modeling

We are a newly established team within PwC CZ, with a 
strong focus on digital, data-driven services and products.
Together, we bring insurance business-subject-matter 
experts that can deliver complex transformation projects 
from business design and data management up to 
regulatory and actuarial consequences. 
Our competence is bolstered by an expansive teams of 
senior specialists, who provide crucial support to each 
project. 

100+
experts from PwC with 
extensive experience in 
data, risk and business 

Data 
Insight

Actuarial 
Excellence

Business
Development

Insurance 
risk team

Radek Hendrych
Senior Manager
#actuary #modeling
#IFRS17 #SolvencyII

Magdalena 
Kardela-Wojtaszek
Manager
#insurance #productdesign 
#businessdevelopment

Petr Novák
Director
#datastrategy
#dataanalysis
#datadelivery
#datagovernance
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Actuaries
Data scientists

Data architects

Data analysts

Insurance experts

Risk modelers

Risk managers
Operations Efficiency specialists

Business Intelligence specialists

40+
experts in PwC CZ

100+
experts in PwC CEEData engineers

Project managers

Business analysts

Product Development Managers

Our strong skills are supported by large teams of experienced specialists including insurance business experts, risk managers, 
data managers, data modelers, actuaries, and more. In total, there are over 40 specialists based in the Czech Republic, with the
potential to expand to over 100 specialists across the Central and Eastern European region. 

Meet the Team supporting Us
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AI in the 
current world
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AI in the current world

Artificial Intelligence has been making great strides. It has shifted from an incomprehensible subject of a chosen few “Einsteins” to a daily used assistant. 
Companies invest enormous amounts of money in AI to revolutionize various aspects of their operations and gain a competitive edge in the market. 

Why is it important to think about AI ?
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Cost Reduction 
and Process 
Optimization

Improved 
efficiency

Enhanced 
customer 

experience

Innovation and 
Competitive 
Advantage

Economic growth
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PwC's support in achieving 
AI-powered business goals
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How to effectively use 
AI to build up your 
company? How to 
transform your business 
to stay ahead?
PwC can help you to answer those questions 
as well as define the right AI vision and 
strategy of your company.
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Clear path to the successful AI implementation
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Our approach
Our proven approach 
contains a set of deliverables 
that help you to define a 
reasonable path of AI 
implementation for your 
business.

▪ Management awareness - We will show 
the managers what the current and 
expected AI capabilities are and how 
they are used/can be used in insurance 
sector. We will moderate unreasonably 
high expectations and challenge low 
expectations

▪ Use case ideation - We will prepare a 
workshop to think up relevant AI use 
cases

▪ Vision - We will help you to formulate the 
company AI vision

▪ Organization and team - We will 
propose to you variants of organizational 
setup, services, competencies and roles 
to implement AI and benefit from AI

▪ Way of work - We will define the 
changes in your way of working to 
include or enhance AI use

▪ Platform and tool - We will define the 
main functionalities needed to use AI

▪ Regulation and risks - We will articulate 
the main risks related to AI 
implementation in your company and 
explain the existing and emerging 
regulations

▪ Roadmap - We will place all the main 
activities onto a roadmap
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Selected 
use cases
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AI models | Use cases
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Pricing and underwriting
• Analyze volumes of data and make accurate 

predictions about risk factors and prices

• Analyze various factors, such as individual 
behavior, driving patterns, or health data, to 
create personalized pricing models (in terms 
of risk premium or profit margin)

• Automate the underwriting process to make 
better underwriting decisions

• Analyze large datasets and perform complex 
actuarial model / calculations (e.g., in terms of 
reserving, pricing, CLV)

Distribution
• Understand your customers better and tailor their products, 

services, and marketing efforts accordingly

• Offer personalized product recommendations and increase 
cross-selling opportunities

• Analyze customer behaviors, market trends, and other 
relevant data to predict future outcomes

Claims handling
• Optimize internal processes, reduce manual errors, 

improve operational efficiency, and lower costs

• Analyze historical data and patterns and identify 
suspicious claims

Analysis & monitoring
• Identify patterns, trends, and anomalies

• Analyze vast amounts of market data, including 
competitor pricing, customer preferences to stay 
competitive in a rapidly evolving market

• Automate compliance monitoring and ensure 
adherence to regulations and reduce human error

• Automate the generation of reports, dashboards, 
and insight

AI deployment can benefit insurers across various domains, encompassing pricing, underwriting, claims handling, customer service, and fraud prevention. 
Presented below are a exemplary use cases that illustrate how AI can impact internal processes and customer service quality.

Customer service
• Use AI-powered chatbots and virtual assistants to handle 

customer inquiries

• Analyze customer feedback from various channels to 
understand sentiment, identify issues, and improve 
customer satisfaction
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Use cases | Claims handling

Claim Event Claim Reported

Automated
Claim Review

& Investigation

Manual
Claim Review

& Investigation

Claim Rejected

Claim Settled

Claim Revision
(Ex-post)

AI use cases
• Document and photo analysis
• Verification of policy conditions for claims
• Claim anti-fraud check
• Providing claim decisions
• Adjusting case reserves
• Settlement settings 

AI use cases
• Real-time support for claim 

registration
• Analysis of claim form and 

attached documents for 
completeness and correctness

• Claim / client scoring 
(automated / manual)

• Case reserving

AI use cases
• Document and photo analysis
• Verification of policy conditions 

for claims
• Claim anti-fraud check
• Providing claim validity 

recommendations.
• Adjusting case reserves

AI use cases
• Letter preparation for client
• Client communication
• Payment processing

AI use cases
• Fraud detection
• Process monitoring 

(automated/manual)
• Claim portfolio analysis: 

patterns, trends, anomalies 
identification

• Automated report, dashboard, 
and insight generation

AI use cases
• Letter preparation for client
• Client communication

AI use cases
• Real-time claim status support
• Actuarial loss reserving

Benefits

• Claim process optimization
• Reduction of manual mistakes
• Operational efficiency improvement
• Cost reduction
• Enhanced customer experience
• Accurate reserve estimations and 

calculations

12

Explore the example of how 
artificial intelligence (AI) 
integration revolutionizes 
claim processing, reviews, 
and settlements. 
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Use cases | Pricing

Profit margin

AI use cases
• Advanced statistical / machine 

learning techniques to optimize 
profit margin (e.g., dynamic 
discounts) - competitiveness 

AI use cases
• Advanced statistical / machine 

learning techniques to model 
expected risk more precisely 

Benefits

• Accurate risk assessment
• Customized premiums based on 

customer/product risk profile
• Competitive pricingExpenses

(costs & commissions)

Risk premium
(expected claim outgo)

Premium 
composition
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Our approach 
and capabilities
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Data science team
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Usually, at the center of AI implementation, there is a data science team. The team should not be 
composed only from data scientists, but also data engineers, analysts and DevOps engineers should 
be part of it. 

These required roles are highly sought after in the job market, making recruitment and retention 
challenging. We will provide you with job descriptions and the proper mix of employees and 
contractors. To effectively attract and retain these experts, several critical factors must be considered: 
the specific use cases, the tools employed, the methodology applied, and the team's composition.

Not all AI development must be realized from scratch by the data science team. 

A lot of ready-made AI solutions and knowledgeable suppliers are on the market. But it is important, 
data science team provides AI solutions to the company, and it should be their right to decide about 
developing the solution themselves or with the help of a supplier. We will address this situation in 
your case and bring the elements to decide on whether to Make or Buy.

What are the sources of dissatisfaction among data scientists, and what factors could erode their 
loyalty and enthusiasm? One critical aspect is investing time and effort into developing an AI solution 
that ends up unused by the company. Surprisingly, this situation is quite common. Another 
demotivating factor is navigating through bureaucratic processes involving multiple levels of approval 
beyond their control, often leading to extended delays and inefficiencies in project progression. 
Additionally, the extended duration needed for data preparation can be discouraging; although they're 
keen to create AI models, the necessary data isn't readily available. Lastly, the presence of low-
quality data makes it difficult for data scientists to perform their tasks effectively.
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Modeling data 
availability

Functions of modern data science framework
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• Data easily accessible from modeling environment
• Data science team in control of data extraction
• Long-term data storage and versioning

• Data storage separate from modeling environment
• Data extraction controlled by a different team
• Data provided in flat files without any version control

Modeling 
environment
• Modern programming language (e.g., Python)
• Collaboration tools for smooth cooperation inside team

– Shared virtual storage
– Code version control (e.g., GIT)
– Libraries version control (e.g., conda, poetry)
– Experiments and models version control (e.g., What does this 

mean?)
• Virtual machines for computation / memory-intensive tasks

• Outdated programming languages (e.g., SAS)
• Complicated and messy collaboration inside the team

– File sharing through emails
– No code version control
– Different version of libraries on local machines
– No control over experiments and models

• Only local machines with limited computation power
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Documentation 
and outputs

Functions of modern data science framework
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• Versioning of outputs (model registry)
• Documentation integrated in the data science 

framework

• No systematic control over model versions
• Documentation in separate files without versioning

Deployment 
to production
• Production code in the same framework as development 

environment
• Project structure created taking deployment into consideration
• Integrated testing
• Containerization and CI/CD pipeline
• Scheduling and automation of tasks (e.g., monthly scoring)
• Data science team in charge of production settings

• Production system separated from development environment (or in 
different programming language)

• No consideration of deployment during modeling
• Complicated testing procedure
• Difficult integration (and updates) in production systems 
• Manual running of production scripts
• Separate DevOps / MLOps team in charge of production
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Monitoring 
and validation

Functions of modern data science framework
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• Real-time monitoring / validation of model performance
• Monitoring / validation integrated in data science platform
• Alerts and early warnings in case of unexpected behavior
• Fully automated reporting interface

• Ad hoc one-time monitoring / validation reports
• Reports has to be created outside data science platform
• No real-time information about potential problems
• Requiring manual effort, consuming time and human resources

Planning and 
project management
• Modern project management tools (e.g., Jira, Azure DevOps)
• Time estimation and real-time tracking for individual tasks
• Integration with documentation, code, and outputs

• Project management outside the data science framework
• Complicated tracking and governance
• No integration with documentation, codes, or outputs
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Modeling 
environment

Functions of modern data science framework
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• Faster project delivery 
• Increased quality of delivery
• Higher effectiveness and costs savings
• Reduction of risk of error / miscommunication
• More extensive control over the product
• Improved project management
• Flexibility and ability to quickly react to new situations
• Support experimentation and innovation
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Example technical solution implemented in MS Azure:

• IDE: Jupyter notebooks* 
• Computation framework: Azure Machine Learning Studio
• AutoML: Azure Machine Learning**
• Model registry: Azure Machine Learning** (MLFlow)
• Experiments: Azure Machine Learning** (MLflow)
• Feature store: Azure Machine Learning** (MLFlow)
• Monitoring & logging: Azure Machine Learning** (MLflow) + Azure Monitor
• Orchestration: Azure Data Factory (Airflow), Azure Databricks* Workflows
• Artifact store: Azure DevOps Artifacts
• Project management: Azure DevOps Boards + Wiki
• Code versioning: Azure DevOps Repos
• CI/CD: Azure DevOps Pipelines
• Storage: Azure Data Lake Storage + Delta Lake + Azure SQL Database

* or other open source IDE (e.g., VS Code)
** or Azure Databricks (Spark)

Building data science framework/platform

20

On top of traditional 
data solutions, we 
implement a platform 
dedicated to machine 
learning and AI use 
cases. The platform 
consists of all the tools 
data scientists would 
need to accomplish 
their tasks. 

The platform could be 
implemented on-
premise or in-cloud -
e.g., Microsoft Azure.

External raw data

DWHData lake

Consumers Data science platform

Feature store

Model 
registry

Experiments

Monitoring & 
logging

IDE

AutoML

Computation 
framework

Code 
versioning

Project 
management

Artifact 
store CI/CD

Storage

Orchestration
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The ultimate goal of data scientists is to prepare solutions that 
automatically provide smart advice from data or that automatically 
answer questions or can just conversate.
The important role to benefit from data science is the business or 
product owner. They are atheperson who can connect business 
opportunities with data science capabilities and has the power to 
decide where to use data science.
There are 3 related processes to achieve the goal:
1. Business delivery - from idea, through cost/benefit analysis, 

objective specification, changes in the organization, product and 
client service up to business monitoring

2. Data science delivery - from data preparation, through model 
training and deployment up to model monitoring

3. DevOps delivery - automation of data processing for the model, 
creation of CI/CD pipelines, encapsulation of the model to an 
application, operation and technical support

Building data science framework/Way of working

21
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Summary

5
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Data culture strategy

Having the best of breed data platforms and excellent data specialists does not mean the company 
will succeed in gaining maximum value from data. Something that is required to win in the 
competitive fight in the digital world.

No endeavors by data specialists can cover all the company’s and the employees’ needs to get 
responses from data.

The employees must learn how to understand and use data to find answers to their basic questions: 
so-called BI self service. There are effective tools in the market powered by AI, which can help them 
in this effort. It is also important the employee experience the difference between a decision based on 
data and a decision based on their intuition. In addition, the employees should recognize and 
understand the problem when using low-quality data.

Another part of data culture lies in the employees’ understanding how they can benefit from and 
work with data specialists, mainly data scientists and what AI can bring to them. 

PwC has the experience and know-how to focus and structure data education and how to use the 
tools to achieve a steep learning curve and the best results.

23



Interested? 
Contact us.

Magdalena 
Kardela-Wojtaszek
Insurance business development, 
Risk Management and Modeling
PwC Czech Republic
T: +420 732 999 650
M: magdalena.kardela.wojtaszek@pwc.com

Radek 
Hendrych
Actuarial and Risk Modeling, 
Risk Management and Modeling
PwC Czech Republic
T: +420 734 542 531
M: radek.hendrych@pwc.com

Petr 
Novák
Data Delivery, 
Risk Management and Modeling
PwC Czech Republic
T: +420 602 282 972
M: petr.novak@pwc.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/magdalena-kardela-7a0b63101/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/radek-hendrych/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/petr-novak007/
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Thank you

© 2023 PricewaterhouseCoopers Česká republika, s.r.o. All rights reserved. “PwC” is the brand under which member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited (PwCIL) operate 
and provide services. Together, these firms form the PwC network. Each firm in the network is a separate legal entity and does not act as agent of PwCIL or any other member firm. PwCIL 
does not provide any services to clients. PwCIL is not responsible or liable for the acts or omissions of any of its member firms nor can it control the exercise of their professional judgment or 
bind them in any way.

PwC Czech Republic
Risk Management & Modeling

pwc.cz/rmm

https://www.pwc.com/cz/en/sluzby/risk-management-and-modelling.html
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